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Conference Agenda
TUESDAY, OCT. 2

11-11:15 A.M.

8-9 A.M.

Break

Registration and Breakfast

11:15-11:40 A.M.

9-9:15 A.M.

Welcome
9:15-11 A.M.

Opportunity Zones Basics
A panel of experts discuss the specifics of
the opportunity zones incentive, including
definitions of qualified opportunity funds,
qualified opportunity zone property and
qualified opportunity zone business property.
Get a clearer understanding of how the
incentive works to connect investors with
qualified opportunity zone businesses.

Keynote Address
Our special speaker shares insights on how we
got here with the opportunity zones incentive
and what’s coming.
11:40 A.M.-12:30 P.M.

The Washington Report
Michael Novogradac interviews experts about
the opportunity zones incentive, who provide
insight on what’s happened and what’s
coming from Congress, Treasury and the IRS.
12:30-1:45 P.M.

Luncheon
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Conference Agenda
TUESDAY, OCT. 2
1:45-2:45 P.M.

Opportunity Fund
Sponsors Speak
Hear from opportunity fund sponsors who are
implementing this new initiative. Learn about
the major hurdles faced by fund sponsors and
which types of investors are investing now.
2:45-3 P.M.

Break
3-4 P.M.

Overcoming Tax and
Legal Obstacles
Major tax and legal obstacles face investors,
opportunity funds and qualified opportunity
zone businesses. Learn how these players
are overcoming key obstacles while raising

capital and investing in distressed businesses.
Learn from tax and legal practitioners who are
putting the incentive to work.
4-4:15 P.M.

Break
4:15-5 P.M.

Qualified Opportunity
Zone Businesses
Hear from opportunity zone businesses
seeking access to investor capital, including
what is working, and what isn’t as well as
which structures are attractive to investors,
and which aren’t. Get practical tips about
operating opportunity zone businesses.
5-6:30 P.M.

Reception
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Conference Agenda
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 3

10:10-10:20 A.M.

8-9 A.M.

Break

Registration & Breakfast

10:20-11:10 A.M.

9–9:15 A.M.

Opening Address from
Mayor LaToya Cantrell
9:15-10:10 A.M.

Combining Opportunity
Zones with Tax Credits
The opportunity zones (OZ) incentive pairs
well with some significant tax credit programs.
Find out how to match the OZ incentive with
low-income housing tax credits, new markets
tax credits and other programs to maximize
your benefit.

Opportunity Zones Investment
in Commercial Development
Hear experts discuss emerging business
models for using the opportunity zones
incentive to finance commercial development
and redevelopment projects.
11:10-11:20 A.M.

Break
11:20 A.M.-12:10 P.M.

Opportunity Zones Investment
in Operating Business
Learn from the experts on how to use the
opportunity zones incentive as a tool for investing
in operating businesses including what business
models are emerging.
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COMING SOON!
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Sponsorship and Exhibits
Engage, inform & influence customers and prospects with Novogradac & Company LLP’s conference sponsorships.
Novogradac & Company LLP’s conferences offer a powerful method of engagement and immediate return on
investment, whether your marketing goal is brand or product awareness, thought leadership, qualified lead
generation, sales acceleration or retention.

Contact Carol Hough at carol.hough@novoco.com or 415.223.6145
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